Emissions Reporter
Ensure you comply with Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA)

Emissions Reporter is an easy-to-use CO₂ emissions reporting tool for operators of all sizes and fleets. This smart application is part of our suite of post-flight analytics solutions that identify broad opportunities to reduce fuel consumption, operating costs and emissions. This tool accurately manages data from thousands of flights to ensure compliance with regulations, meeting the needs of operators, data verifiers and regulators. Originally developed to support operators in meeting European Union Emissions Trading System requirements, Emissions Reporter has a proven track record of helping to manage carbon emissions programs and simplifying the CO₂ reporting process.

What is CORSIA?
ICAO’s market based measure for international aviation with an aim to have carbon neutral growth from 2020.

Emissions monitoring, reporting and verification is mandatory for all operators meeting the eligibility criteria.

To find out if you qualify, go to jeppesen.com/corsia.

CORSIA Timeline
- **Baseline years: 2019–2020**
  Monitoring and reporting of CO₂ from all international aviation operators

- **Voluntary Phase: 2021–2026**
  Monitoring, Reporting and Verification of CO₂: Mandatory for all operators meeting the CORSIA eligibility criteria
  Offsetting: only required for flights between states that have volunteered; the list includes all EU member states, USA, Canada, China, Australia, Mexico, UAE and many more!
  Please reference the annual reporting deadline of April 30

- **Second phase: 2027–2035**
  Offsetting becomes mandatory for all states except those with low aviation activity or least developed countries
What we can do for your operation?

Stay in control with quick and easy emissions reporting and streamlined report preparation and auditing.

- A virtually self-auditing system flags errors making them easy to identify and fix
- External auditors can examine flight data without costly on-site visits
- Data is both easy to understand and manage
- A secure system, compatible with your existing infrastructure, accessible whenever, wherever

Key product features

- Simple end-of-year reporting – simply click and download the report in the required format for submission to the regulators
- Includes a full database of aircraft types and airports throughout the world
- Single input template for all reporting mechanisms; identify and report on relevant flights only
- Automatically tracks the offset obligation as countries join the scheme

Learn more about what we offer.
For more information about Emissions Reporter, visit jeppesen.com/emissionsreporter